ACSH in the News (from October 2009-March 2010)
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• In December 2009, venues noting ACSH included Ecologic, Top of Texas Gazette, Dianne Durante, and a Korean translation of ACSH's report on food irradiation.

• In November 2009, venues noting ACSH included New York Times, Los Angeles Times, AMA Morning Rounds, National Center for Policy Analysis, Curtis Sliwa, the Salt Institute blog, MooMilkCo.com, the John Stossel blog, Denver Post, and Perishable Pundit.

• In October 2009, venues noting ACSH included New York Times (a Dr. Ross comment on Roger Cohen), Grist Magazine, Fox Radio, CNBC, WTVN and numerous other stations, Heartland Institute, Overlawyered.com, Curtis Sliwa's radio show, Marion Nestle's blog (http://www.foodpolitics.com/2009/10/connecticut-takes-on-smart-choices/ [12]), New York Post, RoduTobaccoTruth.blogspot.com, numerous smalltown newspapers, John Stossel's blog, and
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